TAMIL MURASU AND tabla!

PREFERRED THE INDIAN
PLATFORMS COMMUNITY
THAT REACH

PRINT READERS*

PRINT / DIGITAL READERS^

59,000

65,000

* Print reach is based on hardcopy and epaper weekly readership; includes weekend editions
^ Digital reach is based on daily readership on website, social media pages and/or app

$3,510

MEDIAN PERSONAL
INCOME

55%

HAVE MONTHLY HOUSEHOLD
INCOME >$5,000

National Median Monthly Personal Income: $3,122
National Median Monthly Household Income: $5,846

51%

ARE PMEBs/
WHITE COLLARS

Source: Nielsen Consumer & Media View Study (CMV) 2019

75%

ARE PARENTS

46

YEARS OLD
MEDIAN AGE

Source: Nielsen Consumer & Media View Study (CMV) 2019
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is a voice for the Tamil-speaking
community in Singapore. From current
affairs to local and foreign news, plus
sports and entertainment, it offers news
coverage on the Indian community and
the sub-continent.
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ǵʡʱʐ ȃɀɁɠɡɀɁ ǳʱɐɅ
ʔɀɁʰ ˑʡɥ  ʇʡʰ ˁ˓̐
ʲ̠ ǳɰɣʡʰȁ˰ Ǳɣȁʐ ǴɅ
ʁɂɡȆɉʀʁɰɥ˓˹ʢɀɃˀ
ɡ̐ ɣ́ʙʢ˅ʐ ǵʡʱɠɢ˅ʐ
ȊɃȁɀɃʀʁ́ȀȁɠɪɁȐȃ
ǵ˰˲ʰˁ˓̐
ǲȣʡ Ǳ˱˓˂̑ Ȇɉʀ
ʁɰɥʋɀɃǺ̐̃ˀǳɁʐʇ̅ʐ
AȣȐȁʀʆʰ ȣ˃Ȑȁʰ͐ ȅ˥˓̀
Ȃȁˁ˓̐ɡ̀ʋɥ˓˹ʢɃ
ˑʵȃ̂ʰʁʣ̀ȣ˓˹ʢɀɂ˱
ʲȁ ȣ˃Ȑȁʰ͐ Ǳɓʣˀ
Ȩʰɰɡˁ˓̐ ɡ̀ʋɥɪˣˀ
ʴɣʢ̑ ǲɀɁȀȂʱʲȁ ʕ̐
̘̃ʥ˰˲ʰȁɁɰɡǲɐɅ
ȁ˲ȁȣ˃Ȑȁʰ͐ǱɓʣˀʁȐ
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̓̐ˑ˱ʰȠȣʩȀȁɐȆɂȁʀ
ʂʰɠɥˑʵȃ̂ʰ
hɱʐȅ˥˓ˀȨʰɰɡɣ˃ʵɰɥ
ˁ˓̐ ʁˁˑȉʣ˅ʐ ʕ̘̐̀
́ʐǱɉɰɥ˰˲ʰˁ˓̐ɱˀˁ
ȅɑʐ ʁɉɠɡˑʰ ǳ˹ʡʲ̑
ǳˑʰ ǷɣʰȂˁɠɣˀʘ˅ʐʁˁ
˗̀̃ȁ˹Ȁ
ȅ˓ȀȁȠ
ȢɠɣʡʐǵɐɅ sǷ̐̂ʰɣʵ
ʙȀȁˀ
ǳː˒̅ ɨȣʡ Ǳ˱˓ˀ
Ȇɉʀʁɰɥ˓˹ʢɀɃˀɡɁʐ
ʁɣɠɥ ˑʵʐ ˁ˓̐  Ǳ̙ɠ
ɥˁȁʋɀɃȁ˳˅ʐʁȐȈ̀ȁɠ
ɣɀɁʓɀɅ˰˲ʰhȣȐȁʀʆʱʰȁ˰
ȣˁʰ Ȣɣɠɡɥ ʋˁ ɲ̕ʐ
Ǳ̙ɠɥˁȁ Ǳ˱˓ˀ ˓˹
ʢɁ ˓ʵʀʅȃ̈̐ ǳɥ Ƿ̐
ǳˁȀȅȁ˳ˀǺ̐̅
hǷ̐ʃǸʣˀ
ǱɣȂʱʆʰˑ
ǲɀɁȀȂʱʲȁ˓˹ʢɁǲȩ
ǵ˰˱ɥ ǲ̒ˀ ǳɩʀ ʁ̀̃
ǳʀʋɩȀȅ ɲ̐ Ƿɢʰɠɡʒ
ȁɠɢ̐ ʫȣȀȁ ˘ɐɅʐ

Ƿ̐̒ˀ ʕɃɰɡ ǳˁȀȅȁ˹
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̂ʰˁ˓̐
Ƿ̐ʃǸ ʋɀɃʣˀ ǲȁȠ
ȣ́ɰɡ ǲɀɁȀȂʱʰȁ˳ˀ Ǻʵ
ˑʲ̑ ɣʵ́Ȁȃˀ ǻɴˀ ɡ̐
ʕ̐ʒɣʳǷ̐ȃ̂ʰˁ˓̐
h́Ȁȃˀ Ǻʵ ȉɨʰɰɡ ǲɀ
ɁȀȂʱʰ Ǳˑʰ ˑˣʣˀ ɳ̐̅
ʁɰɩɠɡɅʀʁɥǷ̐ʁɥʓȁ˕ʐ
ȁɃ̑ʐ ʑ̀́ ǲɀɁȀȂʱʰȁ˰
Ǳː˒̅ ɡɅȀȁ ʕʡ̐̂˅ʐ
Ƿ˳ɣˀ Ǳˑʰȁ˹Ƞ ȡʒ˳ɠɥ
˓Ʌ˒ʰǱɡ̒ˀǱˑʰǷ̑Ȁȅ
Ǻʵ ʕȀȃʡ ǶȀȅ˓ʀʂ˱ʲȁ
ǳʵȀȃ̂ʰ sǷ̑Ȁȅ̃ʀʃɀɂʰ
ˁ˓̐ɡ̐ɣ́ʙʘ̐ʘ˅ʐ
ˑ˱ʱ˘ɐɅʐǷ̐ʁɥɁ̐ɢ̐
ǳ̐̕ʐ ɳ̉ʡ ʕʡ̀ȣ ȧʠʡ
˘ɐɅʐ Ƿ̐ʁɩʥʐ ˁ˓̐
Ǳ̃ɰɣʵȀȃ̂ʰ
hɡ̀ʋɥ Ƿ̑Ȁȅʀ ʋɣʡ
Ǳ̕ʁˑʐ ǳˀˉ ǱɠɥɁ̐
ɴɐɁ ɸʱɠɣ̀ȅ ǻɅʐ ǲ̀
́˅ʐ˓ʹ˒ȁǻɅʐɡ̐ʙʥʐ
ȅ̉˕ ǳɡ̒ˀ ɲ̐ ɳ̙ʀ
ʁɥʋˀʓȁȠȣ́ʀʂȁ˓˹
ʢɁ ʕɃˑɣˀˉ ɲ̐ ʘ˅ʐ
ʁʣ̀ȣ ǷɅɠɥ  ǷɉʩȀ
ȅ̉ɠɢˀ ǳ̐̕ʐ ȣ́ʀʂȁ
˓˹ʢɃǷ̐ȅ˥˓̀ȅʘ˅ʐ
ȣ́ʀʂȁʀ ʁȐȁ˳Ȁȁ˂ʐ s Ƿ̐
̂ʰ ˁ˓̐ ȃɀɁɠɡɀɁ 
ȃˋ Ƿɉʣˀ ʃ́ɰɡ ˁ˓̐ 
Ǹ˥ˑʡɣˀʔɀɁʰǵʡʱɠɣˀ
ǳʵɰɥ ʃ́ȅ Ǻ̐ʁɥ ˑʡɣˀ
ȃɀɁɠɡɀɁʔɀɁʰǵʡʱɠɩ
ǷɀɃ̒ʰAǽʁʰ͐ɀɫʂʫ
ɪɁȀȁʀʁ˰˳ʣˀˁ˓̐ʁɃɠ
ɡʋɥ ǱȐȅ Ǳˑʳ̐ ˑȅʀʅ
ǲȣʳʡʰ ɣʵ˒ɀɃ ˃ʐ Ȇ̃ʡ
ǲˋȡ̙ʀʁɃ ɪɁȀȁɳˉ
Ǻ̐̃˃ʵɰɨ ˁ˓̐ Ȇɉʀ
ʁɰɥ˓˹ʢɁɠɪɁȐȃ̒ʰ
hɪɁȀȁɳˉʖ̐̅ˑʹ
Ȇɉʀʁɰɥ
˓˹ʢɀɃˀ
Ƿ̑ȀȅǲʰˑʓˀˉǱɡ̐ʃ̐

Ȃˉʣˀʁ˰˳ʀʂɁʐ 
ɱ˰˳ʱ˕Ȁȅʀʃ̐
ʕɃʥʐȆɉʀʁɰɥ
˓˹ʢɀɅʀʁʣ̀ȣ
Ƿ̐̅ǳ˙ȁ˲ˀȁ˹ʀʅ
Ǹ̀ʁɁɠɢ̐ȧʠȃ́ɥ
ǲ̒ˀǳɰɡ˓˹ʢɀɃˀ
ǳʵȀȅʐǲʰˑʐɢ̐
Ƿ̑ȀȅǶȀȁʑ˳ɠɥ
ˑʵȃ́ɥ
ˁ˓̐ʲ̠ AȣȐȁʀʆʰȣ˃Ȑȁʰ͐
Ȇɉʀʁɰɥȅ˥˙ȠȨʰɰɡ˓˹ʢɀɂ˱ʰ
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Ǻː˒ʙ Ƿʀʋɥ Ǹ̀ʁɅʐ 
ʊɥ˒ȁ ǲʁɠɥ ˓˹˓Ȁ
Ȃɡǻʰǵɑ˕ȀȅǵɁˀǷɣʰʀʅ
ɧʳ˓Ȁȁ ǻʰ Ƿɣʰ˓̙ʩ
Ǹ̀ʁɅɠɥʐ Ǳɡ̒ˀ Ǳʳʀʅ 
˔Ȁȁʐ  ʖȠȥɠɣɑ́ˀ ʋ̐́

}ȰʆȲqȭɲɲ}ɻȧɬȰqɄ}ɅɄ
zɲȧ}ȯȫɰȶɲ ȫɂȸɅɄɅɸ}
sɷȯȧ}ȫɰȾɲwȸɼɀɆȲȧȲ
}ɛȲɾɎɶȶȲ»ȧ}ȭȸȯȸ
ɾȫɃȧɬqɽɇȳqȲ}ȳ ȫr
ɵɂɲwȸɼȲɅȧȾȸȲqȨ}ȭɄȸ
ɅȲ}Ȱɸ}sɷȯɹɹȭɄȫȰ
}ȫɰȾɲ¼wȸɼ ɻȸȭɄȳɀ}ɛȲ
ɉɋȭȲȨ}ɋ ɻȸuɼȯɆ
ȧȲ}ɛȲ ȫɂȸɅɄɅɀȯ}
sɷȧȾɲwȸɼȰɀɹȧɬɅɄȨ}
ȧ}ɻȰɵȸȮɲȶȲwȸɼȰɾɎȲ

ʂɣʀʅȁ˰Ǹ̀ʁɅʐ
ǲ̒ˀ ȣˁ ˘˹ȁ˳ˀ
ǵʣʵȀȅǲʁɠɥ˓˹˓ȀȁȀ
ȆɃʡ AǷ̗ǽʃˇȀȣ͐ Ǹ̀
ʁɁ˂ʐǱʀʋɥʖȠȥɠɣɑ́ˀ
Ǹ̀ʁɀɅ ǵɁˀ ǱɣʰȠȣȀȅ
ǵ˰˲ȃʀʁˀ˘̅ǵɁˀǵ̅ʀʅ
ȁ˹ʀ ʂɣȀȅʐ ǱȠȦˡ˃ˀ
ǵɁ̘ ʑʵɠɥˑ ȣȃȠȩʩʀ
ʇ́˘ɐɅʐ ʑȁʱɰɡʐ  ɦȥ 
ʆȰȩ  ˘ʰȀȁɁˉ  ʁȥʐʂˀ 
ȁɁ˅ɑ˕  ʕɀɉȁ˰ ʋ̐́
ǵɑ˕ˑȉȁ˵ʐ Ǻː˒ʙʩ
˓˹˓ȀȁȀȆɃʡ˙
ȣȐȁʀʆʳˀ
A͐Ʉʐʋɀ
Ƿ̑ʀʁɅʐɴʲ˓ǵɑ˕ʃʱʁˁʐ
Ǳɩ ǵɐʋʳˀ ȣˁʵȀȅ
ʖȀȁɉʀʅ Ǹ̀ʁɅˑɥ ǵɐɅ
ǳɥ˕ʐǺʵˑȉǺː˒ʙʨ
ǵɑ˓˃ʵɰɥ Ȧɂ̑ ɴʲ˓
˗ʀʁɳˉʩʒ̀̃ʖȀȅȀȅ
ɻ˕ȊɅȀȃ́ɥ
ǵɁ˃ˀȪ̃ȁ˲ˀǸ̀ʁɅʐ
Ǳʳʀʅ ʕȁɠɣˀ˔Ȁȁʐ ʖȠȥɠ
ɣɑ́ˀ  ȥʡɳ̙˙ ǳˡʀʁɥ
Ƿ̑ʀ ʁˁʵȀȅʀ ʁˀ˘̅ Ǳ̃
ȅ̃ȁ˰Ǹ̀ʁɅȃ̐́̑
Ǻʵ ȅ̃ʀʃɀɁ ǵɑ˒ˋ
ʊʵ˲ˋ ɡʑȀȅ Ǻː˒ʙ
ǳʵʀʁɩ ǵ̅ɣȧʠʡ Ǻʵˑʰ
ȣˁ ʑʵɠɥˑʀ ʁʳȫɡ̙

ǵ˰˱ɥ ʕɣʡˑʰȁ˰ ǵɁ̀
ʁʣ̀ȣʣˀ ǴɅʁɅʐʋɥ ɱʱʐ
ʁɕȀȁ˳ˀǳəʀʅˑ˅˒ȃ
ʖ˹ǱɕȀȁ˰ǳ̐̕ʐȣ́ʀ
ʂȁ ǳʡȐȅˑɢȁȀ Ȇ́ʀʁɅ
ȃ́ɥɳ̙˒̀́ˀ ʁȅɠɡ̃˕ 
ȣɰɡ̙ɠɣ́̐ǲȃʡˑ̀̉ʀ
ʂɣȀȅʐ
AǱˀ͙ʑʰ͐
ɻʥɁ̐˘̅ˑȉʕɥʙȀ
Ȃˁʑ́ɣɻʠȁ˰Ǹ̀ʁɅˑɩ
ʥʐ ǵɁ̀ʁʣ̀ȣ ɡɅȀȃ́ɥ
ɻʠ ɤ˓ʱʑɉʢʑˀ ʗɥ
ˑɉʡȠ ȧʠʥʐ ǲ̀́ˀ ǵɁ̀
ʁʣ̀ȣȀȅǵɐɅ
ǳ́ɰɡˑʰȁ˳̐ʖ˹ɣȥȀ

ɦ˰ ȧʠɫ Ǳʹɠɫ
ɡʱ˂ʐ
Ǻː˒ʙ
Ǹ̀ʁɅɠɥʐ
ǵɑ˙ȀȅˡɰɩȀȅǱ̃ʕȁʀ
ʁɅɠɥˑɩɠ ɢʑɣȀȅʐʋɥ
Ǳɨ ǵɑ˒ˀ Ǻː˒ʙ Ǹ̀
ʁɅʐ ˒ʠʀʅȁ˰ ǱɣȁʳȀȅʐ
Ƿ̐̅Ǳɐʙʣˀʘ̀Ȋ˰˱ʀ
ʁɀɁ ǲʲʠȠȣ ˑˣ ɧʳʡ
ˑɰɥ˰˱ɥ
ǳɡ̀ȃɉʨǱ̙ɠɥɢʠ
ʒʰȁ˵ʐ ɡȐȁ˰ ȅˡɰɩ
ȁ˵ȀȅȀȅ̉ɰɡɥǲ̅ʒɡ
Ȃˁɠɣ̀ȅɠ ɢʠʀʂˀ ȊɅʀ
ʁɥ ȣ́ʀʅ Ƿ̐ȃ̂ʰ ɨȣʡʀ
ʁˀȁˉȀȁˡȁ ʑʵɠɥˑʑ̙
ʣˀȅˡɰɩʀʃʳ˓ˀǲˋȡ
ȁʲȁʀ ʁɓʢ̀̅ʐ ʑʵɠɥˑʰ
Ƿ˃ȡʁɠɂʐ
ʕɃɰɢˀ ǻʲɐɅ ˑʹ
ʂˀ ɡʵˑɥ ȅˡɰɩȀȅ
ʘʐʁɀɁǷɣʰʀʅȡȀɣʩǱ˳Ȁ
ȅʐǷ̐̅ʐǱˑʰȆ̃̒ʰ
ɢʥʐȅˡɰɩʥʐʁˡʐ Ȃʠ
ȁ̃ AǺʘȂʔ̐Ƿɐɗʠ
ȊɐɁȤʲ̑ǵɑ˕ʀʁˡȀȁɠ
ɩʀ ʃ̐ʁ̀̅ˑɥ ʕȀȃʡʐ
ȁʰʀʁ Ȃˁɠɣˀ Ǻː˒ʙ Ǹ̀
ʁɅɠɥʐ
ǵɑ˕ˑȉȁ˹ɠ
ɡ˓ʰȀȁ˘ɐɂʐ
Ƿ̐̅ʐ
ɂȀɁʰɂʐȅ̃ʀʃɀɂʰ

Ǳ̙ɠɥˁȁ
ʫȂ
ɣ̑ɠɡ̐̅
AʫȂ
ǵɁ̀ʁʣ̀ȣʣˀ
ǴɅʁɀɅ
ǳʵɰɫʳˀ
ȣˁʰ

ȁ˹Ƞ
ȫɡ̙ʣɀɁɣˀ
AɃʗ̐̓ʢ ǳˀ˂ɡˑʰȁ˳̐
ʖ˹ʣˀ Aǹʳȣ̐ ͢ʰʛ̐
ǳʵɰɡɢȁ˕ʐ AǱˀ͙ʑʰ͐
ɻʢˀǳ́ɰɫʳ̐ʖ˹ʣˀ
ǳɰɡ ͢ʰʛ̐ ȂɑʀʁɁ
˓ˀˉǷ̐̅ʐȁɐɁ̃ʡʀʁɀɁɥ
Ƿ˃ȁ˹Ȁ ȊɐɅ ǳɰɡ
ǲʠ˕ ʘ̀Ȋ˰˱ʀʁɀɂ˅ʐ
ǳɣˀȁɐɁ̃ʡʀʁɀɁȣˁʕɃ˕
ȁ˰ ʑ̓ɡ̕Ȁȅʐ ʊʵɰɥʐ
ǵɁˀ Ǻɠɥ˩ɠɢˀ  ʕɥʙȀ
Ȃˁɠɣˀ ǵ˰˱ˑʰȁ˰ ʗɥ
ɱɉȀȂˑɥȧ̐̅ɳ̙˒̀
́ˉʘʐʁɅɠɣȀȊ˰˱˂ʐ

ʁɁʐ
͐ɀʷʠɀ͐
ɉʐ͐

INDIAN EXPRESS CARGO
+65 8712 7997
+65 6291 0494 / 8713 9997
DOOR TO DOOR DELIVERY TO ALL OVER INDIA

ɒȨȸɈȨɅɼȭɄȸsȧɬ Ȳ
ɅȲ}qɄ}ɉȲrȾsɷ
ɼȯɴ}ɶȰɏȭɏ}Ɇɉȭɲȶɲ
sȳȷɅȲ}qɄ}ɉ
ȸɏȺɵɈȸȲȧɬȧɬɅɼȭȰɰȭɲ
Ʉȳɵɺ}ȰɸȭɵɂɶȰwȸɼqȮɅɼ
ȰqɎɋȭɲȶɲɵȸɃsȧɬ 
ɋȫ}ȳȸɅȲ}ȲɼȯxȷȲ
wɈȨɉɋȭɲ

ɲɰȸȫɊ}Ⱥ
ɲɷȰȵȧ}
Ɇɉȫɏȳ}ɌȭɄɷȧ}Ȱwȸɼ
ȰȯɰȾɲ
rȰ rȬɂȳ  ɲ
ɰȸȫɊ}Ⱥɲ
ɢȫɂȳɬɰȰȭɄɲȯȧȾ
ȳ ɮȫɰ ȫ ɂɈȳ
ɴȭɲɋȫȲ
ʇȸɼ ȭɄȷɬȯ Ɇɬ ɰȸȫɊ}Ⱥ
uȳ}ȶ}ȬɰɆɂȧ}ȯȫ }ȯɴȯȰxwpȯɆ

ȁ˹ȠȧʠɥȊ˰˱˂ʐ
Ǻʵˑʳ̐ɫˀʁȅɣ ʱɠɡʐ
ʋ̐́ˑ̀̉ȀȊɐɅǳɰɡʀ
ʁʳȫɡ̙ȁ˰ ʘ̀Ȋ˰˱ʀ
ʁɁ˂ʐ Ǳˀˁɥ AʃʳȀ ʁʳ
ȫɡ̙ʥʐ ȧʠʡ˂ʐ ǳɣˀ
ȉʣˋ ʕɥȃˋ Ǳɣȁʁɀȡ
ʒȁ  ˗ː˘̅ ʊʵ˰ȁ˰
ʁʡ̐ʁɅɠɡʀʁɀɅǱˑ̀̂ˀǺː
˒ʙ Ǹ̀ʁɅȃ̐́ɢ Ƿ̑
ǵɁ̘ȁɐɁ̃ʡʀʁɅʐ
ʕ̐ʅ Ǻː˒ʙ Ǹ̀ʁɅɠɡȀ
ȆɃʡ ǵɑ˕ˑȉȁ˹Ƞ ȣ̅
ȅˡɰɩȁ˵ȀȅǱ̃ʕȁʀʁɅɠɡ
˘ɐɂʐ Ƿ̐̅ Ȇ́ʀʁɀɁɥ
ʇ̀̋ʳɁʓʵɰɥ
ȅˡɰɩ
ȁ˵Ȁȅ Ǳɨ Ǻː˒ʙ ɻʠ
ɪ̀́˂ʐ Ƿ̐ʁɢˀ ʇɐ
ȁ˵ʐɡȐȁ˰ȁʰʀʁȀȂˁɠɣˀ
Ǳɠɡȉʡ ǵɑ˕ˑȉȁ˹ɠ
ɡ˓ʰɠɥ˓Ʌˑʰ ǲ̒ˀ Ǳɰɡ
ɳˉ ʒ̃ ǳʀʋɥ ȅˡɰɩʀ
ʁʵˑɠɣˈʨ Ǻː˒ʙ Ǹ̀
ʁɅɠɥʐ ǵɑ˙ Ǳ̃ʕȁʐ
ȧʠʥʒ̅Ǳ̃˕̅ɠɡʀʁɅȃ́ɥ
ǲ̅ ʒɡȀ ȅˡɰɩȀȅ
˘ʰȀȁɁˉ
˗ɐɗʠ 
ʕɀɉ ʋ̐́ Ǻː˒ɡ ǵɑ
˙ȀȊɅȀȁ˂ʐǷ̐̅Ȇ́ʀ
ʁɅȃ́ɥ ɳˁȀȁɁˉʩ Ǳʀ
ʁɃʨ ȊɅȀȂʑˀ Ǳɡ̙ɠ

ɳ̙˒̀́˅ȀȅǵɁ̀ʁʣ̀ȣ
ǵɁ̀ʁʣ̀ȣ
ȧʠʥʐʋɥ
ǵɁ˃˃ʵɰɥ
˗˳ʨ̅ʐ
Aǹʳȣ̐ Ƿ̑ʀʁɅʐ Ǻʵ ˑȉ
A͢ʰʛ̐ ʖ˹ ǲʻȀ
ȃʡɠɩ
ʘʐʁɅɠɥˑɥɁ̐
AɃʗ̐̓ʢ Ƿ̑ʀʁɅʐ ʕɥ
ʙȀȂˁ ʑ́ɣ ɻʠ Ǹ̀ʁɅʐ
˒ʠʀʉȀȅ̉ʀʁɢȁʅɣɢȁ
ʘ̀Ȋ˰˱ʀʁɀɁ ǲʠ˕ Ǻ̐̅
ȁɐɁ̃ɰɥ˰˱ɥ
ɳ̙˒̀́ˉʥʐȣɰɡ̙ɠ
ɣ̙́ʥʐ ʂɥȂȀȅʐ Ȣɠ
ɣʡʐ ǵɁ̀ʁʣ̀ȣȀȅ ǵɐɅ
Ƿ̐̅Ƿ˃ȁ˹ȀȊɐɅȧʠ
ʡʀʁɀɁ ǲʲʠȠȣ ɧʳ˓ɠɥ

ɈȨɅȲ}ȭɄȳȷȰ

Free Packing
& Free Pick-Up

10 Cuff Road, Singapore - 209721
Email: indian_express@yahoo.com
SEA CARGO - $3.00
AIR CARGO - $6.00
ƒ¨|¶ ¿šÜ
ñ†„‚Ü ¿šÜ
(Electrical 4.50/per kg) (Electrical 8.00/per kg)

tȸ}ȭȧɬȳ
tȸʋɄqɆɋȸ}ȷɬɄɈȳsɷȮ
tɏwȬȱȧ}ȯɊȳ ȷɼɵȸɄȰxȷȫ
ɂȯɴ¹}ȭzɷȧɬȳºwȸɼtȸ
ɾɎɲȧɬȳɬɎȭɲrȱȮɆȸȲtȸ
wɄȲ ɂȧ}wɰȧɬȰwȸɼ ȷɼqȮ ȫɂȸ
ȩȲzɷȲɉɋȭȲ

Above rates are for Tamil Nadu only, Others States +$1 (Min 20 Kg)
Terms and Conditions Apply

LIFESTYLE

ɡʓˠʕʱȥ
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ȱȯɴuȬɰ
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r}·ȳ ȯɆȩ·ɀ
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Ʌ· } ȶ·  ȸ ɵ·  } ɀȾȩ
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uȶ·
· Ȳ·}ȶuɋ qȩ·ȯ·
· ·ɛȲ}ȶ

Ǻ̐̅ʁɅ˛ʐ
ǵʡʰ˛ʐ

wȸɼ vȧ· } ȯ·  · ɰ ȭ· ɲ · Ⱦ ·  ȸ ȶ· ɍ
}ɍȳ ȶ·ɍ r·Ȳ·}
qȳ·ɲ Ȩ·}ȶ rɀ·ɉ·Ȳ·} ·
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·ȰsȮ·ȯȫ·ȭ·ɄȳɜȨ·}ȶ
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masala chat

Govinda, Jackie fined for promoting herbal oil
A consumer court in Uttar Pradesh’s Muzaffarnagar
has imposed a fine of Rs20,000 on actors Govinda
and Jackie Shroff for endorsing a pain-relief oil.
The verdict was delivered after a complaint filed
by a youth five years ago that the oil endorsed by
the duo did not provide pain relief in 15 days as
claimed in the advertisement.
Chaayos under fire for using facial recognition
technology
Chaayos, the multi-city chain of tea cafes, has
sparked anger on social media for employing facial
recognition, allegedly without customer consent.
It reportedly uses the technology – which allows
devices to identify users by their faces instead of
passwords – to speed up orders for regular
customers.
After the furore the move created, Chaayos
defended its system, saying it is committed to
protecting “our customers’ data security and
privacy” and that they could instead use their phone
numbers to pay bills.

CELEBRATION
Deepotsava 2019, an annual Kannada
cultural programme to celebrate the
occasion of Karnataka Rajyotsava
and Deepavali.
Tickets: $16 (members),
$18 (non-members)
When: Nov 10, 4pm
Where: GIIS PG Smart Campus
Contact: 9837-3847 or log on to
http://tiny.cc/5flzdz

EXHIBITION

Shane’s new haircut angers makers of Veyil
Malayalam actor Shane Nigam has got a trendy haircut. But his new look has
upset the makers of the film Veyil.
According to reports, the 23-year-old went for a makeover after a tiff with the
producer of Veyil.
He was required to maintain a certain thickness of hair and beard until he
finished shooting for the film. But he wanted to start shooting for another film,
Qurbaani, and trimmed his hair.
After producer Joby George took the issue to the Kerala Film Producers’
Association, a compromise was reached: Shane agreed not to cut his hair again
before he completes Veyil.

458.32 Square Metres by Kanchana
Gupta. The India-born and
Singapore-based artist’s first solo
exhibition features new sculptures
which are minimalist in form but
complex in texture. Free admission.
When: Till Nov 10, 11am to 7pm
(Tuesday to Saturday),
11am to 6pm (Sunday), closed on
Monday and public holidays.
Where: Sullivan+Strumpf, 01-06,

Shah Rukh thinks Raveena is ‘best-scented’
heroine

TALK
SKH Lung Health Day: Live Well,
Breathe Well. On managing
chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease and asthma and keeping
your lungs healthy. Free but need to
register.
When: Nov 9, noon to 4pm
Where: Auditorium, Level 2 Sengkang
General Hospital, 1 Anchorvale Street
Contact: 8268-7250 or log on to
str.sg/JUdD

BOOK LAUNCH
Dangling Gandhi, book of fiction and
short stories by Jayanthi Sankar.
When: Nov 17, 5pm to 6.30pm
Where: Arts House,
1 Old Parliament Lane
Contact: E-mail
jeyanthisankar28@gmail.com or
ranjani.writer@gmail.com

CONCERT
● Sita Ram: A Musical And
Storytelling Performance. It is a
contemporary take on the Ramayana.
Tickets: $5 (members),

$10 (non-members)
When: Nov 24, 7pm to 9pm
Where: Crane, 46 Kim Yam Road,
01-06
Contact: Log on to
https://www.eventbrite.sg/
● Kalaa Utsavam – Indian Festival of
Arts. The festival presents classical
and contemporary works by Indian
artists in Singapore and the region.
When: Nov 15 to Nov 24,
6pm to 10pm
Where: Esplanade
Contact: 6828-8377

THEATRE FESTIVAL
Dastak 2019, a theatre festival, will
feature 10 Hindi plays of 10 minutes
each, with English subtitles.
When: Nov 14 and 15, 7.45pm,
Nov 16 and 17, 2.45pm and 7.45pm
Where: Stamford Arts Centre,
155 Waterloo Street
Contact: Log on to
https://www.showtickets.asia

➥ Listings on this page are free.
Write to: tabla!, 1000 Toa Payoh
North, Annexe Block Level 3,
Singapore 318994 or e-mail
tabla@sph.com.sg at least two weeks
ahead. Include the name of the event,
organiser, venue, date and time, ticket
prices and your name, address and
contact number. We reserve the right
to edit or reject items submitted.
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QUIZ

DEREK O’BRIEN

1. Complete the name of the 2019 film Dora and
the Lost City of ________
a) Gold b) Diamonds c) Treasure
2. Which of these is a traditional savoury Turkish
flatbread and pastry dish?
a) Kumpir b) Gozleme c) Shawarma
3. Which famous actor married Lauren Hashian in
2019?
a) Keanu Reeves b) Ryan Gosling c) Dwayne
Johnson
4. What is a group of small islands in an area of
sea called?
a) Reef b) Archipelago c) Isthmus

The objective is to place the digits 1 to 9 only, once in each of the
small 3x3 squares. At the same time, you must create a row of
unique digits going across and down over the large grid.

● SOLUTIONS ON FACING PAGE.

ADVERTISE IN

5. Who was elected the 39th president of the
Board of Control for Cricket in India?
a) Anil Kumble b) Sachin Tendulkar c) Sourav
Ganguly
6. In which country is the Lotus Tower, dubbed
the tallest tower in South Asia, located?
a) Sri Lanka b) Malaysia c) China
7. Who wrote Quichotte: A Novel?
a) Nicholas Sparks b) Suzanne Collins c) Salman
Rushdie
8. Name the first humanoid robot sent into space
by Russia.
a) Robocop b) Fedor c) Astor
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Cartoonist Sudhir Dhar dies at 87
Noted cartoonist Sudhir Dhar, whose works graced
several newspapers in a career spanning 58 years,
died on Tuesday after suffering a cardiac arrest. He
was 87.
Dhar began his career with The Statesman in
1961, after which he moved to the Hindustan Times.
His cartoons have also appeared in The
Independent, The Pioneer, Delhi Times, New York
Times and Washington Post, among others.

Telephonic Consultation also available.

For Appointment : + 919871280440

Email: jyotiarora89@yahoo.com | www.jyotiarora.in

trafficking as a third-world problem. What they
don’t realise is, it happens in their own backyards.
It is a global industry making a lot of money,” the
comic book’s writer Dipti Mehta said.
The story was based on research the creators
conducted at brothels in red-light districts of
Kolkata and Mumbai.
“I think as artists and creators it is our social
responsibility to raise awareness and give voice to
those who need it the most,” Ms Mehta said.
The Priya’s Shakti series has been downloaded
more than 500,000 times and read by about

26 million people worldwide,
Mr Devineni said.
Augmented reality is being used as a
sex education tool in
Myanmar, while Indonesian storytellers are spreading
a “mighty girls” message through a series of illustrated e-books to fight male dominance.
Thomson Reuters Foundation

Debt-laden Air India may be shut down
India’s state-run airline will have to cease operations
if it is not privatised, the country’s junior minister
for civil aviation said in parliament on Wednesday in
response to a lawmaker’s question on the subject.
“The airline will have to close down if it’s not
privatised,” Mr Hardeep Singh Puri said. “Once we
invite bids, then we’ll see how many bids will come
in.”
A successful sale of Air India is crucial for Prime
Minister Narendra Modi to help bridge a widening
fiscal deficit exacerbated by dismal tax collections
and a US$20 billion corporate tax cut, reported
Bloomberg.
Air India, which started as Tata Airlines in 1932
and later became state owned, has not made money
since its 2007 merger with state-owned domestic
operator Indian Airlines. The international carrier is
saddled with a debt of US$11 billion.
A group of officials, including India’s home and
finance ministers, is finalising the process of inviting
bids from the private sector for the loss-making
national carrier. The company has lucrative landing
slots in India and across the world, but has been a
burden on the exchequer for years.

Mr Modi’s administration is considering a plan to
exclude US$7 billion of the airline’s debt in a bid to
lure buyers, people with knowledge of the matter
said earlier on Wednesday.
The government may call for the so-called
expression of interest as early as Dec 15, they said.
Officials are still deliberating over some details,
said Mr Puri. Once they are finalised, the government will invite bids, he said, adding that India is
committed to selling the company.
Last year it failed to attract any bidders when it
tried to sell a 76 per cent stake in the airline and
offload about US$5.1 billion of Air India’s debt.
It is now re-evaluating some of the terms and is
open to selling the airline in its entirety,
Mr Puri said in a written response to a separate
question in parliament.
One of the biggest hurdles, however, is its large
number of employees – Air India has about 9,400
permanent staff and 4,200 contract workers.
Mr Puri said in parliament that the government is
committed to securing a deal that is favourable for
the employees.
Reuters
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FUTURE SPEAKS
Aries
A good week lies ahead. A calm and
composed disposition will help you
progress. Your job may pose
challenging and difficult situations
that have to be handled carefully.

SPORTS
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KAMAL KAPOOR

India embraces pink-ball cricket

Taurus
A progressive period is in store. Be
flexible. You will feel satisfied that
you have taken the path to
self-development. A spiritual frame
of mind will produce beneficial
results.
Gemini
You could see better results this
week. You may derive happiness
and fulfilment. You may face
obstacles while doing your work.
Cancer
This week may not be suitable for
progress and career development.
However, you should maintain a
pragmatic approach in all your
dealings.
Leo
You will not see very favourable
results this week. Avoid making
major decisions. Try to remain calm
and composed. Keeping quiet will
help you a lot.
Virgo
The week will provide you with
chances to prove your worth. Things
will work out in your favour. Try to
maintain your patience.

SUDOKU

Govinda’s daughter
features in
new single
Actor Govinda’s
daughter Tina
Ahuja features in
the new single
“Ranjha”.
Sung by
rapper Lil
Golu and
Rigul Kalra,
Ranjha is a
romantic track that
sees Tina playing the
fabled Heer.
Tina said: “I
always wanted to be
Heer and this song is
special as my
previous single, ‘Milo
Na Tum’ with
Gajendra Verma, was
a remake of the
original Lata
Mangeshkar song from
Heer Ranjha. It’s a
quirk of fate to be
Heer in my very next
single. Maybe Heer
Ranjha film is waiting
for me next.”

Jyoti Arora
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what’s on
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Puppy love?
Indian cricket international Hardik Pandya has gifted actress Urvashi
Rautela a puppy as a congratulatory gesture for her role in Pagalpanti,
according to media reports.
Urvashi took to Instagram to share a cute picture of the new addition
to her family, although she did not confirm who gifted the puppy.
Last year, there were rumours that Urvashi and Hardik were in a
relationship.
The gifting of the puppy has raised speculation that the sparks are
flying once again.

Bhuvan looks just like
his ‘crush’ Alia
Comedian and YouTube
sensation Bhuvan
Bam’s old
photograph went
viral on social
media for his
“uncanny”
resemblance to his
“crush” –
Bollywood actress
Alia Bhatt.
In the
photograph, taken
in July, Bhuvan is
seen smiling with
his eyes closed. He
captioned it:
“@aliaa08? Please
let’s go for a coffee date
because I’ve started
looking like my crush!”
Fans compared the
photo with Alia’s look in
Gully Boy.
“Finally we got the
identical twin brother of
Alia Bhatt,” commented
one.

Analyze your future with

Rohtang tunnel to open in May
The 8.8km-long Rohtang tunnel, being built on the
Leh-Manali highway, may become operational in the
next six months, according to a Himachal Pradesh
government spokesperson.
One of the longest road tunnels in India, it is
being built at an elevation of 10,171 feet under the
Rohtang Pass in the eastern Pir Panjal range of the
Himalayas.
It will reduce the distance between Manali and
the tribal district Lahaul-Spiti’s administrative centre
Keylong by around 45km.
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Secret Tales of Little India
by Little India Shopkeepers & Heritage
Association. Learn the history and
learn interesting facts behind the side
lanes of Little India. Free but need
to register.
When: Nov 9, 5.30pm to 7.30pm
Where: Indian Heritage Centre,
5 Campbell Lane
Contact: Log on to
https://www.eventbrite.sg

Taapsee upset Big B got
more credit for Badla
Actress Taapsee Pannu feels
Bollywood icon Amitabh
Bachchan has been
unduly given more
credit than her for their
recent hit Badla.
“I had more working
days or scenes than
Mr Bachchan,” she
reportedly said on
Neha Dhupia’s show.
“He was the hero of
the film, I was the
antagonist. But the
antagonist has more
presence in the film
than the protagonist.
“When I raised my
voice and said I’ve done
almost equal if not
more, that’s when
people recognised and
started calling out my
name because it’s such a
male-dominated
industry.”`

journalist Ellen Barry, who said that, after four years
of work in India, Pakistan and England, they were
found to be simply imposters.
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Raveena Tandon says superstar Shah Rukh Khan
thinks she is the “best-scented” heroine.
“Every time we are together, socially or
somewhere, he tells (Raveena’s husband) Anil
(Thadani), you have the best-scented heroine as
your wife,” the actress said on the Love Laugh Live
Show.
“He says every time he used to work with me,
he would come close and take a sniff of my scent.”

For advertising enquiries,
write to mariatio@sph.com.sg

Catch us online at
www.tabla.com.sg

Delhi court stays Kochhar biopic
A Delhi court has stayed the release of a movie
purportedly made on the life of former ICICI Bank
managing director and CEO Chanda Kochhar
without her consent.
The movie Chanda: A Signature that Ruined A
Career, produced by Manoj Nandwana and
S. Akhileswaran and directed by Ajay Singh, was
scheduled for screening at the Goa Film Festival on
Nov 28.
Appearing for Mrs Kochhar, who is being probed
by the Central Bureau of Investigation and and the
Enforcement Directorate for alleged irregularities in
sanctioning loans to the Videocon Group, lawyers
Vijay Aggarwal and Naman Joshi argued that the
contents of the biopic are defamatory as it makes
insinuations and judgements about her life.

Royal claims exposed as lies
For 40 years, stories about India’s most mysterious
and reclusive royal family did the rounds.
The widowed Begum Wilayat and her children,
Princess Sakina and Prince Ali Raza, claimed to be
the heirs of the Nawab of Oudh, descendants of
Persian nobility.
But the carefully-crafted family legend has been
exposed as a sensational lie by New York Times

Get all your content needs and
connect with the community,
now easier than ever on
www.tamilmurasu.com.sg.
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within six months due to differences
among the partners.
As after two pulled out, Mr Ismail
decided that he had to merge with his
remaining two partners or go solo.
In 2004, after further negotiations,
father that he would be with the army
In 1995, at the age of 32, he finally he bought the other two companies
for another six years at least.
decided to quit.
and became the sole proprietor of
His father was disappointed but did
His $1 million pension would be Propnex.
not stand in his way.
gone and he did not know what he
“That was the second time I got
Mr Ismail made steady progress in would do next.
chest pains,” said Mr Ismail. “All the
the army, rising to the rank of captain.
But he made a bold decision to negotiations caused heavy stress. But
It was in the army too that he met his venture out on his own.
again I was given the all clear.
wife Nooraini.
Three days later he landed in Singa“Actually I’m quite fit and it was a
She too felt that the way to be pore General Hospital with chest temporary problem.”
successful was to invest in property.
pains.
Over the past 14 years, it has been
When they got married, their first
“It was actually only chest tight- boom time for him. From 1,000
home was a three-room resale flat.
ness, probably caused by stress,” he agents, the company currently has
But two years later, Mr Ismail was said.
more than 8,400 agents, the biggest in
looking to buy their second home at
“I was not prepared about my Singapore, and it has branched out to
Normanton Park, where flats were second career. I was sent home after Indonesia, Malaysia and Vietnam.
reserved for regular Singapore Armed two days. I am fit otherwise.”
Propnex also has a market capitaliForces (SAF) officers.
Mr Ismail briefly dabbled in insur- sation of around $200 million.
He liked a particular condo, but the ance before starting a real estate
ERA Realty Network is next with
owner priced it at $100,000.
business with his wife on Jan 1, 1996. about 7,000 agents.
Mr Ismail and his wife together Called Nooris Consultants, the name
“My father (now aged 93) is incredicould muster only $90,000 which in- coined from his and his wife’s names, bly happy with my success,” said
cluded their savings.
it soon made a mark.
Mr Ismail, who is 56.
He, however, persuaded the owners
But Mr Ismail realised that he was
“But what is more important is that
to sell the condo to him at a $10,000 only king of the Malay-Muslim prop- all my people grew together with us,
discount.
erty market with about 250 agents and strongly guided by the passion and the
Army life was comfortable, but about $10 million in annual revenue.
core values.”
Mr Ismail was not sure if he would
To compete and develop further, he
He had wanted to sell four houses
progress further in his career with only calculated that he had to merge with and make $1 million. Now his coman O-level certificate.
big players who dealt with other pany makes up to 70,000 transactions
The army gave him a choice to communities.
a year.
retire with a pension of $1 million if
He formed a partnership with the
“My philosophy is not to worship
he signed on full-time. He also had to founders of Prulink Realty in 1999 money or be blinded by it,” he said. If
complete his A levels.
called First Class Consultants.
you do either, it can ruin your core
Mr Ismail scraped through his examSubsequently, along with three values.
inations as a private candidate. But other companies, he formed Propnex
“Success is not measured by money.
again he had doubts about his on July 15, 2000.
It is measured by how happy you are.”
prospects in the army.
But the conglomeration collapsed
➥ santosh@sph.com.sg
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ISRO launches advanced satellite
The Indian Space Research Organisation on
Wednesday launched advanced earth imaging and
mapping satellite CARTOSAT-3 along with 13 other
commercial nano-satellites.
CARTOSAT-3 is India’s most complex and
advanced earth imaging satellite.
It will address the increased user demand for
large-scale urban planning, rural resource and
infrastructure development, coastal land use and
land cover.

V.K. SANTOSH
KUMAR

Mr Ismail Gafoor in his office and in army
uniform. PHOTOS: GIN TAY, ISMAIL GAFOOR
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Cows in Ayodhya to get jute coat, bonfire
With winter setting in, the Ayodhya Municipal
Corporation in Uttar Pradesh has decided to buy
jute coats for the cows at different shelters in the
holy city.
Mr Niraj Shukla, Nagar Nigam Commissioner of
Ayodhya, said that “three-layered coats for the
calves are being prepared”. Each coat will cost
Rs300.
He added that the shelters will also have bonfires
to protect the cows from extreme cold.

Anita Dongre (in black)
with models dipslaying her
clothes at the Gala Of Light.
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Indian designer Anita Dongre helps raise $570,000 for Singapore charities

A female superhero will use her powers to fight sex
crimes in India and the stigma that trafficking
survivors face in the third instalment of a comic
series due to be released this week.
Priya, a rape survivor-turned superhero who flies
around on a tiger, fought her abusers and helped
acid-attack victims in the last two editions of the
Priya’s Shakti comic.
“Comics are hugely popular with teenagers and
young adults... we wanted to reach teenagers
because they are learning about sexuality,
gender roles and sexual violence,” said the series’ creator
and filmmaker Ram Devineni.
“More importantly, we have
given voices and put attention
on survivors of gender-based
violence.”
Thousands of people across
India – largely poor, rural
women and children – are
lured to cities each year by
traffickers who promise good
jobs, but sell them into
modern-day slavery.
India recorded around
3,000 human trafficking
cases in 2017, according
to
recently-released
crime data, which anti-trafficking campaigners said
masked the true scale of the crime.
In the new comic, which can be
downloaded for free from Tuesday,
Priya rescues sex-trafficking victims
and challenges the communities that
refuse to accept them on their return
home.
Priya’s Shakti (Priya’s Strength)
was the first Indian comic book of
its kind when released in 2014.
It used augmented reality to tell
the story of a young, rural woman
who is gang-raped and then
shamed by her family and community.
In her latest comic titled “Priya
and the Lost Girls”, she returns to her village
where she finds all the women, including her sister,
missing. She then traces them to a brothel owned
by a demon who she must fight to rescue the
women.
Although set in India, the story has global
resonance, the creators said.
“People in first-world countries think of sex

Published by Singapore Press Holdings
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Doctors remove 7.4kg kidney from man
Surgeons at the Sir Ganga Ram Hospital in
New Delhi have removed a kidney weighing
7.4kg from a 56-year-old man with a
life-threatening genetic condition.
“It was a huge lump that was occupying
half of his abdomen,” said Mr Sachin
Kathuria, a member of the surgical team.
A normal kidney weighs about 120gm
to 150gm and is 12cm long.
The kidney removed from the man was
nearly 45cm long.
According to the Guinness Book of
Records, the largest kidney previously
removed from a human was 4.25kg in
an operation in Dubai in 2017.

INDIA
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Comic superhero fights sex traffickers

People go nuts at festival
A vendor is seen selling peanuts
during the annual Kadlekai
Parishe, or peanut festival, in
Bengaluru.
Thousands attended India’s
largest penaut festival, held for
two days from Tuesday on the
iconic Bull Temple Road, where
farmers displayed their first crop
of the year.
The festival, which is said to
date back to the city’s founding
in 1537, sees the farmers
symbolically donate their
harvest to the Bull Temple in
Basavanagudi.
This year, farmers from
neighbouring Tamil Nadu and
Andhra Pradesh also
participated.

Fashion statement

Newspaper delivery boy
to real estate leader
From delivering newspapers as a boy to
becoming the CEO of
Singapore’s
largest
real estate company, it
has been an eventful 49 years for
Mr Ismail Gafoor.
The Singapore-born Indian had no
choice but to help his father, a Tamil
from Kudavasal, near Kumbakonam in
Tamil Nadu, who came to Singapore
penniless in 1945 at the age of 17 and
ventured into various small businesses,
including distributing newspapers.
It meant, from the age of seven,
getting up at 4.30 every morning,
delivering newspapers to around 300
households, going to school, returning
home in the evening and doing his
homework and then helping in his
father’s neighbourhood shop in
Lengkok Bahru.
The cycle would repeat almost 365
days a year until he turned 18 and was
enlisted into National Service.
“My father really abused us,”
Mr Ismail told tabla! jokingly.
“It was free labour. We didn’t have
any alternative.”
His father, Mr Abdul Gafoor, had
hopes that his third son would return
after NS to run the shop and the
newspaper distribution business.
But Mr Ismail had other ideas.
Though his father had instilled discipline and work ethos in him, which
helped him emerge as the top recruit
during National Service, he did not
want to be in the newspaper distribution business which delivered meagre
returns.
At the age of 18 an incident sowed
the seeds of what he wanted to do in
the future.
His army buddy Nataraja revealed
that his uncle had sold a property
along Cavenagh Road and made a
profit of about $250,000.
Mr Ismail immediately calculated
that he would earn only four cents
from delivering one newspaper.
On the other hand, if he were to
sell four properties, he would make $1
million within a short time.
“Then and there I decided that I
wanted to own properties,” said
Mr Ismail. “I began to believe that
owning a property is the best way to
be successful.”
He, however, did not tell his father
about his plan nor inform him that he
had decided to sign up as an army
regular.
“The army gave me relief from the
daily grind under my father,” said
Mr Ismail with a smile.
“I had to get up only at 5.30am and
lights were off at 10pm.”
But what motivated him more was
that he did well in the army and it was
recognised.
He was selected for Officer Cadet
School as a top recruit despite having
only an O-level certificate.
Mr Ismail, who used to return home
during weekends, eventually told his

INDIA
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9. What is the internet code of Philippines?
a) .ph b) .pl c) .pp
10. Law professor Kais Saied officially won the
presidential election in which country?
a) Ethiopia b) Zimbabwe c) Tunisia

Libra
Try to spend time listening to music
and taking part in leisure activities.
New opportunities will arise. You will
be busy with travel-related work.
Scorpio
Focus on improving yourself. You
will feel energised and be able to
perform even seemingly difficult
tasks in an easy manner. You will be
appreciated.
Sagittarius
The week will be generally smooth.
You may need to complete your
tasks efficiently to achieve good
results. You need to possess more
courage.
Capricorn
There is a need for you to be more
relaxed. Adopt the same approach in
your thinking. You will have a hectic
schedule but you will manage your
time well.
Aquarius
Matters may not be smooth at work
due to increasing pressure from
your superiors. Avoid making major
decisions regarding a new job
opportunity.
Pisces
You will be able to stabilise your
position in the office by way of
exemplary work. You will be able to
fulfil your tasks and make use of
your resources in a wise manner.

● For health, property, love, matrimonial,
corporate astrology and much more visit
www.kamalkapoor.com

Virat Kohli playing a shot during the pink-ball Test at the Eden Gardens. PHOTO: AFP

India’s maiden pink-ball match lasted a little over
two days, but the buzz surrounding the event
proved that proper marketing is essential for the
future of Test cricket, said captain Virat Kohli.
India’s board has often been accused of neglecting the longest format of the game, which has been
losing fans to the limited-overs version around the
world, but there was no doubt about the BCCI’s
commitment to the day-night Test against
Bangladesh in Kolkata.
In the build-up to the match, prominent city
landmarks were illuminated in pink, ticket prices
were slashed, dignitaries were invited to attend and
players spoke excitedly about the challenges of
playing with the pink ball under lights.
More than 42,000 fans turned up on each of the
first two days, many of them drawn by the pink-ball
novelty, and Kohli said this is how Test cricket
should be promoted.
“I think it is very, very crucial to market Test
cricket like we do for T20 or one-day cricket,” he
said after his team thrashed Bangladesh by an
innings and 46 runs. “If there’s enough buzz created
around Test cricket, then there will be a lot more
keenness to come to the stadiums.”
Kohli suggested measures such as allowing students to interact with players during breaks as a way
to further engagement with fans.
“It should be an event where you come and
experience a Test match, not just sit there and watch
in hot conditions,” he said. “I think it has to be
more for the fans and has to be marketed well.”
The series opener in Indore also drew a big
crowd but India are not scheduled to play another
Test series at home until they host England in 2021.
“It has to be marketed in a certain manner
whenever Test cricket comes back home. There has
to be enough anticipation,” said Kohli. “The pink-

ball Test is a beginning. I’m sure these will be
planned more often and that buzz would be created
in different parts of the country as well.”
Former captain Sourav Ganguly’s rise to BCCI
president has been the catalyst for India’s decision
to embrace day-night matches and Kohli was
convinced Test cricket would be a priority for India.
“We’re walking in the right direction and I think,
under him, we’ll see a lot more positive changes
which will be cricket-specific and priority will be
given to Test cricket,” the Indian captain said.
He even said India are open to playing a
day-night Test in Australia next year. India declined
Australia’s offer to play a day-night Test in Adelaide
last year citing lack of experience. With day-night
Tests seen as a possible solution to Test cricket’s
dwindling attendances, Australia are hopeful that
India will agree to play one at the Gabba next year.
Australian skipper Tim Paine took a cheeky dig at
Kohli when asked about scheduling the first Test
against India in Brisbane, where the hosts completed
a dominant victory over Pakistan last Sunday.
“We’ll certainly try but we’ll have to run that by
Virat,” Paine quipped after the Test win. “I’m sure
we’ll get an answer from him at some stage. Maybe
even get a pink-ball Test if he’s in a good mood.”
Kohli, however, said it could not be on short
notice. “There has to be planning for a pink-ball
game,” he said, pointing to the struggle of a
Bangladesh team whose pink-ball inexperience was
laid bare in their comprehensive defeat in Kolkata.
“We played in home conditions. You ask
Bangladesh and they’d have liked a practice game
before this game,” said Kohli. “Just because we
know these conditions and our bowlers are bowling
so well, we don’t really feel the challenge.”
Pink balls are used in all day-night Tests for
visibility reasons, but behave differently to the red

ones, with players having commented that they
swing more and do not spin as much.
Kohli smashed 136 before India declared their
first innings on 347-9 and his quicks wreaked havoc
with the heavily-lacquered ball to rout Bangladesh.
Kohli revealed how they tweaked their approach
to the first two sessions after a suggestion from
batting great Sachin Tendulkar to overcome the
challenge of batting under lights.
“He made a very interesting point – that with the
pink ball, you have to treat the second session like
the morning session of a normal Test when it’s
getting darker and the ball starts to swing and
seam,” Kohli said. “So your planning changes, your
declaration strategy and timing, everything changes.
As a batsman, your setup changes.
“Even if you are set and batting well, as soon as
it gets dark and lights are on, you can be in trouble.”
Players from both sides spoke about the challenge
of batting under lights and Kohli felt at times the
atmosphere at the heaving Eden Gardens resembled
that of a Indian Premier League (IPL) Twenty20
match.
“Under lights, it was a different experience. The
first time when I walked out, it felt like an IPL game
atmosphere,” he said. “So you feel like smashing the
first ball but then you have to remind yourself that
you have to play compact.”
Ganguly was thrilled with the reception for
India’s first day-night Test.
“Just take a look around. Do you see this? Have
you seen this in Test cricket? When was the last time
you had a capacity crowd watching a Test match?
Feels like it is a World Cup final,” he told IANS.
“Oh! It is an absolutely amazing feeling. Feels
great... This is what Test cricket should be, packed
stadiums.”
Reuters, AFP
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Students’ work presented to President
There is more to
school than
homework and
exams. That is why
tabla! has this
space for students
of international
schools here to
play reporter and
photographer.

CAMPUS

chatter

Global Indian
International School

GIIS students
prsenting their
art work to
President
Halimah Yacob.
PHOTOS: GIIS

JUI BHOOSHAN GUPTE, Grade IB YR1D
A group of students from Global Indian International School
recently participated in the Singapore National Co-operative
Federation’s Bicentennial-themed pop art event called Coming
Together as One Through Art.
They displayed their hand-made paintings that depicted the
rich Indian culture.
Over 50 students from the school’s Art Club and CO-OP
Club volunteered to do the paintings.
President Halimah Yacob attended the event and the GIIS
students presented her with a batik canvas signifying Indian
art. The paintings were based on Indian themes.
Apart from providing a platform for students to showcase
their talents, the event aimed to collect funds for the Sree
Narayana Mission, which provides long-term nursing care
service to the elderly and sick.

The GIIS team participated under the campaign “empower
the youth” which showed how creating awareness in youth
creates a positive influence on the entire society.
The young volunteers from GIIS worked hard to raise funds
for the charity.
The preparations for the exhibition commenced two months
earlier under the guidance of teachers Archana Ranade and
Ashwin Gite. They gave advice and suggestions.
The main organising team comprised Sankaari Sankar,
Sreejita Hazra, Sara Nair, Apurva Joshi and Jui Gupte.
By participating in this event, the students learnt organisational skills, entrepreneurial skills and also handling big
responsibilities.
Overall, it was a great opportunity for the students as it
introduced them to the world of giving.

Display of innovation and creativity on Global Excellence Day
JAI AMIT CHHALLANI and SHRIYANS SUNIL
MADDIKUNTA, Grade 7A CBSE
World Quality Day, also known as Global
Excellence Day, was celebrated at the GIIS East
Coast Campus on Oct 7.
It is organised to help students recognise the
innovation methods and sustainability practised at
GIIS.
Mr Patrick Lim, Director, Enterprise Singapore,
and members of the GIIS management team
attended the event.
Grade 1 to 7 students made Quality Circle
presentations, also known as Action Research
Consulting (ARC).
The participating groups were helped by the
teachers, who acted as facilitators, while the
students brainstormed to find solutions to world
Winners of the Quality Circle presentations.
problems using Nominal Group Technique, root
cause analysis and action plan.
done in various ways such as counselling and
My Grade, 7A CBSE, presented ARC on time
display of posters.
management. We decided on this topic after class
We also helped other students create a
discussions, surveys and counsellor’s talks.
timetable and prompted them to follow it at home
We reached the conclusion that poor time
as well.
management was the root cause of several issues
After a few days, we did a survey and found
which keep cropping up again and again.
that implementing the timetable had helped
Our Quality Circle presentation was made by
everyone do well in the class and use time
Jai Chhallani, Shriyans Maddikunta, Shaurya Vij,
effectively.
Saiskanda Guntury and Avaneesh Bansal.
Our last action plan was saying “no” to
Our group’s first action plan was creating
distractions such as television, mobiles and
awareness about time management which was
headphones.

BUSINESS

21%

LIVE IN PRIVATE PROPERTIES

FASHION

$4,777

MEDIAN PERSONAL INCOME

Keeping away from these gadgets gave my
classmates several benefits, such as improved
concentration and better drive to finish the task
at hand.
Our hard work and presentation paid off and
we took first place in the Quality Circle
presentations.
This event helped us and our peers in many
ways, such as organising our work and identifying
our priorities effectively.
It also taught us how to increase our
concentration and focus on our daily needs.

EDUCATION

FOOD

$6,964

MEDIAN HOUSEHOLD INCOME

64%

WITH DIPLOMAS & HIGHER

Source: tabla! Readers’ Survey 2012 by SPH Business Intelligence
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SPECIAL SUPPLEMENTS

Leverage the themed environments to enhance the advertising message.
• Festive: Christmas, New Year, Pongal, Tamil New Year, Awwal Ramadan, Mother’s Day,
Akshaya Tritiya, May Day, Vesak Day, Hari Raya Puasa, Hari Raya Haji,
National Day, Awwal Muharram, Deepavali
• Others: Tamil Murasu 85th Anniversary

ENGAGE THROUGH JOINT PROMOTIONS & EVENTS
• Singapore International Indian Shopping Expo

• Most Inspiring Tamil Teachers Award

All images are for illustration purposes only.

TAMIL MURASU DIGITAL

presents local news, India news, lifestyle,
sports and entertainment, providing a sharing platform that brings the Tamil-speaking
community together.

TYPES OF ADS

that are available on desktop, mobile web and apps*.

IMAGE

Ad creatives in simple GIF,
JPEG formats, usually static

SKINNING

Contains interactivity elements that impress
your audience to get excited about your
products or services

VIDEO

Consist of Instream and Outstream videos.
Engage your audience with longer
dwell time via video content.

LEAD/ DATA-GEN

Forms, Polls, Quiz
Collect response from our audience
on your products and services.

SOCIAL
AMPLIFICATION

Social Cards
Extending the reach of your
brand’s social media posts beyond
the social media environment.

*Selected types of ads and formats available on mobile and tablet apps.
All images are for illustration purposes only.

AD FORMATS




320x50 Mobile Leaderboard



728x90 Leaderboard

970x250 Billboard



320x100
320x430
Mobile catfish taps to expand
to mobile full trans ad

300x600 Halfpage

Skinning



300x250 IMU
770x1400 Mobile Scroller

1700x650 Transitional Ad

Outstream video

728x90, 300x250
Sync Ad (LB + IMU)

Instream video

All images are for illustration purposes only.

AD RATES FOR COMMON SIZES
TAMIL MURASU
PER
COLUMN
CM

1/4
PAGE

1/2
PAGE

FULL
PAGE

MON - FRI

$8.00

$648

$1,296

$2,592

SAT - SUN

$10.00

$810

$1,620

$3,240

Great value at $0.10 per
thousand readers
(per column cm)

COLOUR
SURCHARGE

MON-SUN

1-SPOT
COLOUR

2-SPOT
COLOUR

FULL
COLOUR

+ $1,000

+ $1,600

+ $4,000

AD RATES FOR COMMON SIZES
tabla!
PER
1/4
COLUMN
FRI

Great value at $0.20 per
thousand readers
(per column cm)

CM

PAGE

1/2
PAGE

$7.60

$387.60

$752.40

COLOUR
SURCHARGE

FULL
PAGE

$1,504.80

1-SPOT
COLOUR

2-SPOT
COLOUR

FULL
COLOUR

+ $1,000

+ $1,200

+ $2,000

DIGITAL PACKAGES
Package Name

Duration

Package Price

Digital Starter Packages
Digital Advertorial Package

4,8 weeks
2 weeks

From $2,000
$4,000

Tap on the expertise of our sales team who specialises in customising solutions for your specific needs.
Email:

displayads@sph.com.sg

www.tamilmurasu.com.sg
January 2020

